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MAPLE LAWN CEMETARY IMPLODES INTO THE 2016 OBLIGATORY
SPINNING VORTEX UPON TRUMP VICTORY THANKSGIVING MEMORY
(Daily News) At the moment which Donald Trump was named the FROM MNL READERSHIP
45th President of the United States, the southeast corner of Maple
Lawn Cemetery started emanating a loud sound which resulted in
the entire corner of the cemetery exploding into a spinning vortex
of cataclysmic proportion not
seen since the great air
condition vandalism incident
of the late 1960’s which
family members rarely, if
ever, discuss.

“I heard a spinning noise
about 8ish,” said Faribault
resident Roger Bongers, “but I
thought it was just the WalMart starting up one of their
generators or that monthly air
raid sirens until I figured out it
was not the first Wednesday
of the month. But I will tell you one thing, it was a loud son of a
bitch explosion.”

(Golden Corral) At the end of each year,
we trot out this old chestnut: heartfelt
stories from the allegedly good old past.
“It was the first few
autumn batches of
moonshine which I
remember most vividly.
We were running a few
small family stills out of
French Lake”

Lorrie Beyl

“I was arrested as a true
freshman on a bogus,
trumped-up forgery
charge. The head jailer
made sure I got a sliver
of pie and my own fork.
It is the little things.”

Maggie Sears

“It was the time that as
a nursing student, I
successfully diagnosed
my first trichinosis case
at the family festivities.
I do wonder what ever
happened to dear old
Mike Lohrmann.”

Upon an inspection by demolition experts, it was determined that
the grave of Jane Sears began spinning at 8 PM, right after the
Joan Horsman
Midwest polls closed and by the time the election was called at
“I rarely remember a lot
11:30 PM, the grave area was churning out a centrifugal force
of Thanksgiving details
similar to “a nuclear hurricane brimming with piss and vinegar.”
because I am usually
still in the middle of
celebrating Veteran’s
Day as I just can’t say
‘no’ to a Navy man.”
“I was touring with an
‘Up With People’ tour in
the Far East. That is
where I met my third or
fourth or fifth or sixth
wife and finally got real
serious about my
Origami hobby.”

Karen Ayre

Jim Batchelder

